[21:02:59] <SM_James> Summary: The situation planetside continues to calm, if controlled chaos can be seen as any form of calm. Meanwhile, the situation shipside--at least in the medical sector--could not possibly be more hellish if it tried. And it was trying. General Celara lay in critical, but stable, condition. Meanwhile, Simmons it as a significant handycap. And Raeyld... well, who can really explain Raeyld?

[21:02:59] <SM_James> Star Trek: A Call to Duty is proud to present the USS Claymore in: "Mending Fences"

[21:02:59] <SM_James> Episode 29: "From chaos, A Thread" (12202.05)

[21:03:58] <SM_James> =/\= BEGIN MISSION =/\=

[21:04:46] <MO_LtJg_Simmons> ::Exits the surgery suite heading into the main body of sickbay to look for Raeyld. . . Hoping against hope to find her.::

[21:05:35] @<CTO_LtJg_Tsela-Yokaze> :: On the planet, having made her way through the thankfully thinning number of bodies, she stands beside her XO::

[21:05:58] <CO_Capt_Damrok> ::In the main ward of sickbay, waiting to see General Celara, or ask someone for an update::

[21:06:29] <MO_LtJg_Simmons> ::Entering main sickbay looks around for the Commander.  Spotting her at the same time that she spots the CO.::

[21:06:58] <OPS_LtJg_Fong> ::on the bridge in 'apparent' command at the operations station cordinating the beaming of casualties to and from sickbay::

[21:07:23] @<XO_Cmdr_Davis> ::continues to look at the legislative assembly, though it quickly dawns on him that staring at it is not going to reveal any answers unless something quite miraculous happens::

[21:07:30] <Tac PO2 Toltecatl Atzin> OPS:  Sir, it seams as if things have quieted on the planet.  I am not detecting any weapons fire in the general region of our landing party.

[21:07:36] <CIV_LtCmdr_Raeyld> ::Looks up from the biobed she was prepping, spotting both Damrok and Simmons in the main ward::

[21:08:05] <MO_LtJg_Simmons> ::Looks between the two and walks over to the CO:: CO: I will be with you in a moment, Sir.  ::Heads over to Raeyld.:: CIV: We have General Celara in the surgery suite, and I think you are likely better suited to do the surgery than I am.

[21:08:16] @<CMO_Lt_Stevens> ::Stevens steps out of a makeshift surgery room and strips her gloves off, looking for the next patient::

[21:08:47] <CIV_LtCmdr_Raeyld> ::Pauses a moment, then nods:: MO: I'll do what I can.  ::Nods to Damrok, then makes her way carefully toward the surgical suite::

[21:08:59] @ < Tac  Lt.Jg. Atsa Begay> :: Not far from his charge, he looks over at the CMO::
[
21:09:25] <MO_LtJg_Simmons> ::Heads back over to the CO::  CO: Can I help you with something, Sir?

[21:09:39] <MOPS_LtJG_Gulash> ::on the Bridge still, and as usual when he's there, closely monitoring the away team's status::

[21:09:52] <CO_Capt_Damrok> ::Nods in turn to Simmons, then Raeyld, then looks back to Simmons::  MO:  I'd heard General Celara was brought aboard.  What is her condition?

[21:10:17] @<CTO_LtJg_Tsela-Yokaze> XO:  Do we have any further plan?

[21:11:19] @<XO_Cmdr_Davis> CTO: Well...::pauses, then gestures around them::...I think our first order of business should just be maintaining this slightly less chaotic state.

[21:11:20] <MO_LtJg_Simmons> CO: She's in critical condition, Sir.  I was able to take care of her leg, but I've asked commander Raeyld to take care of her injuries in her chest cavity.  Knowing the Commander's reputation, I'm sure the general will be fine.

[21:11:38] @<XO_Cmdr_Davis> CTO: But if we can find out any more--or if you have any ideas on how to go about doing that without causing an intergalactic incident--I'm open to suggestions.

[21:11:44] <FCO_SubLT_Talin> :: entered sickbay seeing the Captain talking with Raeyld and Simmons and decides to sit back to wait his turn.  The scene busy. ::

[21:11:45] <CO_Capt_Damrok> MO:  I see.  How long do you think the surgery will take?

[21:12:21] @<SM_James> Scene: The Arealynian military appears to be taking its queues from the Starfleet personnel, filling in gaps in the perimeter where Rayn's own team can't spread.

[21:12:25] <HLM3_Ens_Kothra> :: on the bridge doing helm things ::

[21:12:43] @<CMO_Lt_Stevens> ::Stevens smiles half-heartedly at Begay with a little nod before putting on another pair of gloves and stepping up to to the next bed:: Patient: I'm Doctor Stevens. I'm going to take care of you, alright?

[21:12:51] <RIF_Pvt_Vashun> ::the doors to Sickbay open and reveal Private Vashun; he appears to have something long and lodged through his mid-section::

[21:12:53] <MO_LtJg_Simmons> CO: It could be thirty minutes or it could be two hours.  It really depends.

[21:13:20] @<CTO_LtJg_Tsela-Yokaze>  :: lifts a brow::  XO:  Sort of fresh from the academy sir.  :: looks around::  Somehow, I missed this situation in my study.  I guess a good question would be, who is in charge at the moment.

[21:13:43] <CO_Capt_Damrok> ::Nods::  MO:  I understand.  Please keep me posted.  ::Smiles mutedly::  Thank you for all of your hard work.  If you will excuse me.

[21:13:58] <CO_Capt_Damrok> ::Turns, and seeing T'alin, nods to him::  FCO:  Lieutenant.  ::Continues toward the sickbay exit::

[21:14:06] <OPS_LtJg_Fong> :: It takes a moment to register that people are reporting to him. The Ferengi noted the lack of weapons fire in an active log file.:: Tac: Thank you... ::he glanced at the tactical officer trying for a name and failing so he just went with the rank:: Tac: Petty Officer.

[21:14:06] <RIF_Pvt_Vashun> ::turns sideways, and it now might appear to those inside Sickbay that he has a harpoon or some sort of long, staff-like weapon lodged through him; the weapon actually hits the doorframe on both sides, causing him to lose balance and fall backwards into the corridor outside of Sickbay::

[21:14:38] <FCO_SubLT_Talin> ::Turns to walk with the Captain :: CO: Sir... may I accompany you?

[21:14:51] @< Tac  Lt.Jg. Atsa Begay> :: simply nods her head as she also makes a report to her CTO as well::

[21:14:53] <MO_LtJg_Simmons> ::Almost gasping as she sees Vashun:: Orderly: Get that man onto a biobed, do preliminary scans, so we can get him into surgery.

[21:15:14] <CO_Capt_Damrok> FCO:  Yes, of course -- ::Staggers back a bit, caught off-guard by the sight of the marine in the sickbay doorway::

[21:15:38] <CO_Capt_Damrok> Aloud:  We need help over here!

[21:15:43] <MO_LtJg_Simmons> ::Heads to the biobed as the orderly helps Vashun onto it, and starts looking over the scans.::

[21:15:56] <RIF_Pvt_Vashun>  ::loses consciousness, which probably is a miracle either way: it probably saves him from whatever is coming next, while also being a minor miracle that he made it to Sickbay with this sort of blood loss::

[21:16:20] @<CTO_LtJg_Tsela-Yokaze>  :: pauses for a moment to look at her bracelet where a report roles through::  XO:  There is currently no weapons fire in the area.  Should we do as we did last time and start beaming aboard all Breen signatures?

[21:16:28] <CMO_Lt_Stevens> ::Stevens flips open her tricorder and sets it near the bed:: Self/Patient: Let's have a look, shall we?

[21:16:58] @<XO_Cmdr_Davis> ::nods::  CTO: As long as we have a way to secure those weapons aboard Claymore--the fewer of those weapons on the surface, the better.

[21:17:09] <CO_Capt_Damrok> ::Gets out of the way as medical personnel get Vashun into the ward::

[21:17:11] <Orderly> ::Manages to get Vashun onto a biobed and starts the scans to determine how bad things are and where the item is lodged.::

[21:19:08] @<XO_Cmdr_Davis> ::looks around for the colonel-level figure they had spoke with before::

[21:19:17] <MO_LtJg_Simmons> ::Looking over the scans, amazingly Vashun missed any major organs.:: Orderly: Let's get him into surgery 2.  I suppose I'll have to handle this one. ::Looking around for another surgeon in the main ward, hoping, but knowing better.::

[21:19:23] <FCO_SubLT_Talin> ::waits for the Captain to determine when it is appropriate to move on from the gory scene, T'alin unphased::

[21:20:11] <MA_1stSgt_Oley>  ::returns to the Bridge from the head off the Conference Room, finding an aft station to camp out at just to take stock of what's going on::

[21:20:33] <MO_LtJg_Simmons> <Orderly> Gets a gurney.

[21:20:33] <MOPS_LtJG_Gulash>  ::grunts at Oley as he walks by::

[21:20:34] @<CTO_LtJg_Tsela-Yokaze>  :: Taps a command to Atzin::

[21:21:03] <MO_LtJg_Simmons> ::Helps the orderly transfer Vashun to the gurney so they can move him to surgery 2.::

[21:22:05] <SM_James> ACTION: Celara's readings are shaky as Raeyld gains the suite, but largely steady. The nurse has thoughtfully arranged a visual display representing the extent of the damage--her third rib is presently resting against her left lung.

[21:22:11]  <Tac Lt.Jg. Atsa Begay> OPS:  Sir, my Lieutenant wants us to beam aboard all Breen weapons signature we can find as well as have them put in a secure location.

[21:22:18]  <MA_1stSgt_Oley>  ::nods in return to Gulash, sitting down next to him at the adjacent station::

[21:22:38] <MO_LtJg_Simmons> ::Moves the gurney off to surgery 2.  Once there with the orderly's help they transfer Vashun to the biobed.::

[21:22:51] <CIV_LtCmdr_Raeyld> ::Sterilized and prepped, she takes one slow, deep breath, then moves into position in the operating room. She works slowly, deliberately, taking each moment one at a time, as she begins to evaluate the situation and determine the best path to securing the patient's lungs::

[21:23:11] @<XO_Cmdr_Davis> ::sights Colonel Rymelde::  CTO: I'm going to speak to the Colonel quick.

[21:23:55] <CO_Capt_Damrok> ::Tugs on his uniform jacket, looking back to T'alin::  FCO:  Did you have something you wanted to talk about?  ::Continues moving through the sickbay doors, regarding the blood on and around the exit with a half-frown::

[21:25:04] @<CTO_LtJg_Tsela-Yokaze>  :: Simply nods and follows::

[21:25:32] <MO_LtJg_Simmons> ::Never thought that she'd be using a laser scalpel to cut through wood, but  begins to try to cut the back of the spear like item off so she can get it out more easily without causing further damage.::

[21:25:33] @<XO_Cmdr_Davis> ::approaches Rymelde, pausing for a moment as two medical people dash by right in front of him::

[21:25:33] @<Colonel_Rymelde> ::standing talking with one of his officers, who nods once, then smartly turns to start barking orders in crisp Arealynian to the nearest body that stood still a second too long::

[21:26:08] <FCO_SubLT_Talin> :: clears his throat :: CO: Sir.  Right now if assistance is needed would be the time to secure evidence of occurrence if we wish to assist in attribution of the incident depending on how politically fraught the line we tread.  I could assist in the investigative efforts should their government actually allow us some maneuverability? 

[21:27:50] @<CMO_Lt_Stevens> ::Stevens reads the tricorder and turns to Begay:: Tac_Begay: Major internal bleeding, stand by with suction and I'll get the scalpel and sutures ready.

[21:28:05] @<XO_Cmdr_Davis> ::nods::  Colonel Rymelde: Colonel, is there anything else we can do at this time? ::looks around::  I don't want to interfere or cause any other conflict, so I thought I would ask.

[21:28:08] <MO_LtJg_Simmons> ::Once she cut the back of the spear-like thing sticking out of Vashun's back, she eases the spear partway out and prepares to cauterize the hole in his back.::

[21:29:30] @<CTO_LtJg_Tsela-Yokaze>  :: steps back as Imari comes over to report his general take on a few items.  She nods and watches a moment as he turns back.  Quietly she turns to listen to Davis::

[21:30:40] <OPS_LtJg_Fong> ::looks at the Tac officer and looks at the report from the transporter room:: Tac: Would the armory be a secure enough location? Or would you recommend beaming them into a brig cell?

[21:31:12] <CO_Capt_Damrok> FCO:  Commander Davis is on the ground.  He would probably have a better idea whether we have that kind of latitude -- but one way or another, I insisted upon independent investigation of our findings here.  I intend to get it.

[21:31:31] <CIV_LtCmdr_Raeyld> ::Finishes her review of the display...for now:: Nurse: There are some bone fragments we'll need to remove entirely and replace once the site has been cleaned up. Prepare a tray, please.

[21:31:44] @<Colonel_Rymelde> ::turns to face Davis after a moment, considering:: XO: Your people have been a significant help already, commander. I've ordered my people to begin an investigation on how these... people... were able to come this close to government. I'm not sure what you can do to assist.. ::he pauses, shakes his head:: Or if general Celara would approve when she is able, but... it would be helpful.

[21:32:16] <CO_Capt_Damrok> ::Continues into the turbolift::  FCO:  You may wish to speak with the commander directly to get a feel for their current command structure on the surface.  With General Celara here, I'm not sure who's legally in charge.  ...Or if the Arealynians are totally certain who is legally in charge.

[21:32:36] <MO_LtJg_Simmons> ::Continues to ease the spear out of the front of Vashun and as she gets it out and sets it down, begins work on cauterizing the wound in the front of the Private.  Giving him a hypo of antibiotics to keep his injury form succumbing to infection.::

[21:32:45] <Tac PO2 Toltecatl Atzin> :: considers for a moment::  OPS:  Not the armory.  While secure, there is still many that have access.  The ones we already have are well locked up, but there is no more room for more.

[21:33:15] <CIV_LtCmdr_Raeyld> Nurse 2: Keep synthetics at hand, best possible match for the Arealyn. She may experience significant blood loss.

[21:33:29] @<XO_Cmdr_Davis> ::sees the building behind Rymelde, not distracted by it or dwelling on it but certainly not able to kick the feeling that there's something to be found in there that might help understand what happened::  Colonel Rymelde: We'd be happy to take a look at any places or people you're investigating. 

[21:33:35] <FCO_SubLT_Talin> :: nods :: CO: Understood sir.  Obviously, I would take stability operations and continuity of governance as the priority and would be most happy to assist the commander in any way I can with your permission.

[21:33:50] @<XO_Cmdr_Davis> ::pauses::  Colonel Rymelde: And, I can assure you, we are generally more discrete than we are credited for being.

[21:34:07] <FCO_SubLT_Talin> :: hearing the hum of the turbo lift ::

[21:34:19] <OPS_LtJg_Fong> ::makes another sweep for any unattended Breen tech in the area of the firefight. He only half listens to the Petty Officer after 'not the armory':: Tac: Then I suppose we should set them in a brig cell.

[21:35:14] <MOPS_LtJG_Gulash>  ::notices Davis's position on the surface change slightly--only by a few meters really::

[21:35:22] <Tac PO2 Toltecatl Atzin> OPS:  We have 18 from this recent one already and over 130 from the last event.  :: nods and contacts Tac Ens Joy Senezem::  Yes, sir.

[21:35:23] <CO_Capt_Damrok> ::Having already hit the button for priority bridge access:: FCO:  Consider it granted.  ::Exits onto the bridge::  The commander may have already relayed information to mission operations.  You could check in with Gulash, as well, but please contact Commander Davis directly for a situation report before you head to the surface.

[21:36:03] <CO_Capt_Damrok> OPS:  Mister Fong, any updates on the situation?

[21:36:49] <OPS_LtJg_Fong> CO: Combat operations have ceased and we are making a transporter sweep for Breen weapons now.

[21:37:08] @< Tac  Lt.Jg. Atsa Begay> :: Blinks as he realizes the CMO needs his assistance.  Through his mind he puts together what she just said with his training::  CMO:  Yes, ma'am,  :: moves toward her medical kit::

[21:37:18] <CO_Capt_Damrok> OPS:  Very good.  We have a secure location to deposit them pending processing and examination?

[21:37:32] <FCO_SubLT_Talin> :: nods in understanding :: Computer:  Transporter room 2.

[21:37:47] <CIV_LtCmdr_Raeyld> ::Carefully opens up the general::

[21:37:54] <OPS_LtJg_Fong> CO: The armory reports full, so I was going to use a brig cell.

[21:38:52] <Tac PO2 Toltecatl Atzin>  OPS: Yes...?

[21:39:09] @<CMO_Lt_Stevens> ::Stevens hands the tool over and nods at him:: Tac_Begay: I hope your aren't squimish. I owe you at least 3 rounds of drinks after this. Here we go.

[21:39:40] @<Tac Lt.Jg. Atsa Begay> :: mumbles under his breath::  CMO:  I guess we will both soon find out.

[21:39:50] <MA_1stSgt_Oley>  ::glances over at Gulash::  MOPS: Anything interesting?

[21:40:16] <MOPS_LtJG_Gulash>  ::in a deep rumble::  MA: Crowd control.  ::pauses::  Triage.

[21:40:27] <FCO_SubLT_Talin> :: reaches transporter room 2 and walks over to the chief and initiates a COMS call:: *XO* Sir, the captain authorized me to link up with you to assist in investigative efforts and any stability ops as necessary with you're leave and told me to check in with you first before leaving for a sitrep?

[21:40:48] <CIV_LtCmdr_Raeyld> ::Watches for any bleeders as she cleans up the general thoracic cavity::

[21:41:02] @<CMO_Lt_Stevens> ::Stevens starts her process, noting where Atsa should use suction while she patches up the internal bleeding::

[21:41:11] <Colonel_Rymelde> ACTION: A media frequency shifts to show what appears to be the beginnings of an interview. "... I'm told this man was nearest the protest when the fighting broke out. Sir, the people have a right to know. Tell them what you told the enforcer."

[21:41:50] @<XO_Cmdr_Davis> ::hears Talin but waits to respond, not wanting to talk over Rymelde::

[21:42:57] @<Colonel_Rymelde> ::considers for a moment, then offers a nod:: XO: We'd appreciate any help you can provide. We'll share any leads with you as we get them. ... At the moment, for obvious reasons, they're surprisingly few.

[21:43:34] @< Tac  Lt.Jg. Atsa Begay>  :: quietly follows instructions carefully.  There was obviously a big difference between a live person and a holograph::

[21:43:39] <CO_Capt_Damrok> OPS:  Seems as good a plan to maintain chain of custody as any.

[21:44:14] <OPS_LtJg_Fong> CO: We've already gotten 18 weapons that were discarded for one reason or another.  I've got another 46 that appear to be in the hands of the military that I could gather up if you wanted.

[21:44:21] @<XO_Cmdr_Davis> ::nods:: Colonel Rymelde: I understand. We'll see what we can do.

[21:44:26] <Colonel_Rymelde> ACTION: Readings waver slightly as Raeyld works on Celara, but it's unclear if that's her injuries or Raeyld's working on her injuries at the second.

[21:44:53] @<XO_Cmdr_Davis> *FCO*: I think we could use some assistance. Transport down when ready.

[21:45:20] <CO_Capt_Damrok> OPS:  Let's hold off on that until Commander Davis gives the clear for it.  If the Arealynians were using them, that's one thing...if they have confiscated them from their opponents, that is another.

[21:46:24] <OPS_LtJg_Fong> ::nods and starts the process of flagging the weapons for the computer to track:: CO: Understood sir.

[21:46:55] <FCO_SubLT_Talin> *XO* Understood :: hopped up on the transporter pad and nods to the chief :: Chief: Energize

[21:47:00] <Tac PO2 Toltecatl Atzin>  :: having listened to the conversation, she lets the CTO know.::

[21:47:39] @<CMO_Lt_Stevens> Tac_Begay: You're doing great. More suction here. ::Stevens finishes with sutures in the last spot.:: Tac_Begay: Great, let me close and let's get you washed up. Thank you.

[21:48:24] <CIV_LtCmdr_Raeyld> ::Carefully works to dislodge the fractured bone from Celara's thoracic cavity::

[21:48:31] <CTO_LtJg_Tsela-Yokaze> @ :: reading the incoming message::  XO:  The captain wants us to wait on beaming aboard weapons the military has at the moment.

[21:49:19] <CTO_LtJg_Tsela-Yokaze> @XO:  Also, from what I picked up earlier and observed, the majority of the fighting appears to have been sparked by the explosion.

[21:50:47] <Colonel_Rymelde> ACTION: "They were just... there. You know, protesting. It's still our right," the man is saying, nodding to an obviously nearby camera. "We want the offworlders gone, as they should be. So we said so. The military disapproved. They started firing."

[21:52:38] @<FCO_SubLT_Talin> :: materializes next to the commander ::

[21:53:14] @<XO_Cmdr_Davis> ::nods:: CTO: Okay, so, not coordinated necessarily?

[21:53:55] @<CTO_LtJg_Tsela-Yokaze>  XO:  I got confirmation the military fell back until they were a small ways from the assembly hall.  Then things turned quickly.  The explosion was not very well aimed, otherwise it might have caved in.

[21:54:05] @<CMO_Lt_Stevens> ::Closes up the patient and dials her hypospray for a short series of injections:: 

[21:55:45] @< Tac  Lt.Jg. Atsa Begay>  :: lets out a relieved sigh::  CMO:  Aheehee... I am glad it went well.  And be thankful I am not a doctor :: smiles shyly as he moves to clean up.::

[21:55:59] <Colonel_Rymelde> ACTION: Some of Celara's readings begin to level off as the bone is removed, indicating possibly some form of defensive mechanism.

[21:56:29] @<XO_Cmdr_Davis> ::turns as he sees Talin materialize::  CTO/FCO: There's an explosion, then disruption starts outside sort of as a reaction. The military falls back, then for whatever reason stops doing this and attacks. ::pauses and looks at the two::  The key is still the explosion.

[21:56:41] @<XO_Cmdr_Davis> CTO/FCO: That's what I want to learn more about.

[21:57:30] @<CTO_LtJg_Tsela-Yokaze>  XO: Aye, sir.

[21:57:45] @<CTO_LtJg_Tsela-Yokaze>  :: looks over at Talin::

[21:58:41] @<CMO_Lt_Stevens> ::Stevens smiles and follows Atsa:: Tac_Begay: You make a great nurse. But I'll try to let you hold the gun and I'll keep the medical tools going forward. But, if you need another soldier next to you, give me a holler, yeah?

[21:58:59] <CTO_LtJg_Tsela-Yokaze> @ :: contacts Sec PO2 Amara Adebowale to take her place with Commander Davis.::

[21:59:32] <Colonel_Rymelde> ACTION: "The military firing on its own citizens?" The reporter/interviewer shakes her head. "Even during the war there would never be the dream of such disregard. Why this change?" There's a pause, and the interviewee smiles ever so faintly. "Our government gave them control. They've never had it before. Someone would very much like to keep it."

[21:59:35] @< Tac  Lt.Jg. Atsa Begay>  CMO: Yes, ma'am.

[22:01:44] @<XO_Cmdr_Davis> ::looks at Talin, then back to Tsela-Yokaze; then back to Talin::

[22:03:09] <MO_LtJg_Simmons> ::Having snatched Vashun from the jaws of certain death, exits surgery 2.::

[22:03:12] @<CMO_Lt_Stevens> ::Stevens finishes washing her hands:: Tac_Begay: Back to it. I'm....I'm glad you have my back. Again. Thanks. Shall we?

[22:03:47] @<FCO_SubLT_Talin> :: nods to the two:: XO/CTO: Sir, so I would first prioritize stabilization and continuity of governance.  If clearly they have a chain of governance and command and legally understand based on their own structure where they sit then we can use that to immediately cordon off and initiate the investigation into the explosion.  The more hands in the pie the more evidential change and loss of chain of custody on evidence we have.

[22:05:16] @<CTO_LtJg_Tsela-Yokaze>  ::looks from Talin to Davis::  XO:  I have no idea where to begin with the former, but I agree on the latter.

[22:06:01] @<FCO_SubLT_Talin> :: turns to the Colonel:: Colonel: from reports I take it you are legally in charge until General Celara’s recovery?

[22:07:12] <CIV_LtCmdr_Raeyld> ::Notes the - for the moment - improving vitals on the general and continues to work to reset the ribs and repair any damage she can find::

[22:07:16] @<XO_Cmdr_Davis> ::moves closer to Talin and Tsela-Yokaze::  FCO/CTO: I'm not sure they have a chain of governance right now. Regardless, this might be our best chance to investigate the explosion itself, and I don't know if we should forfeit that while they figure out who is controlling all of the levers of government.

[22:07:37] @<FCO_SubLT_Talin> :: nods to the XO ::

[22:07:41] <CIV_LtCmdr_Raeyld> ::Glances up momentarily:: Nurse: Get that fragment in for analysis, stat.

[22:07:46] @< Tac  Lt.Jg. Atsa Begay> :: nods as he dries his hands and follows her::  CMO: Have you done something like this... often?

[22:08:23] <Colonel_Rymelde> ACTION: "Perception, or reality? You decide. We have the results at late hour." The broadcast clicks off.

[22:09:40] @<CTO_LtJg_Tsela-Yokaze>  :: nods at the XO then turns back to Talin::  FCO:  I have some information from what I heard and some told me.  I only had a cursory look at the building.  Who ever set the explosive did a poor job.  Unless that was the intent.

[22:09:52] @<Colonel_Rymelde> ::turns to eye Talin for a long moment, then nods, tilting his head to the side:: FCO: I am. As much as anyone is. The military was granted control by government decree some days ago, now.

[22:10:48] @<FCO_SubLT_Talin> XO: carpe diem.  I agree, and appearance of authority also is at our advantage.  Reading the reports facial rec has flagged known associates of Govenor Cedrick... so we have that thread as well.

[22:11:02] @<CMO_Lt_Stevens> Tac_Begay: Often? Yes. Recently? Not as much. I used to be combat medic. Served 2 years in muddy foxholes and another year and half as a mobile response surgeon. And none of it was with the fancy Federation tech. Simple knives and bandage more often then not. ::Stevens flips open her tricorder next tot he next patient:: Tac_Begay: I didn't love the situation but I did love what I did

[22:11:36] <Colonel_Rymelde> ACTION: General notice. Governor Cedrick to make a statement following recent protests. Details to follow.

[22:12:04] @<XO_Cmdr_Davis> FCO/CTO: Do the two of you want to try and take another look in the assembly building? Or somewhere else?  I haven't heard any leads or other places to look or investigate at this point.

[22:12:22] @< Tac  Lt.Jg. Atsa Begay> CMO: I do not envy you.  Why did you decide to become a medic?  :: looks around glad to see the numbers had decreased::

[22:12:29] @<XO_Cmdr_Davis> FCO/CTO: And, as I said, we may not get another chance--whatever it is we're interested in looking at.

[22:14:34] @<FCO_SubLT_Talin> XO: Yes, I'd like to make sure anything we do it buddy assisted with both an Areayln and Federation person and any information/evidence is tagged and follows solid chain of custody procedure right now to counter disinformation campaigns being ran, and to formulate trust between our peoples.  :: turns to the Colonel:: Colonel: Sir, can we look at any initial CCTV or open circuit footage before the incident I'm sure you had building security being an important area?

[22:14:39] @<CTO_LtJg_Tsela-Yokaze>  XO:  I would like to do a scan of the building, gathering what data we can.  Later I want to set up a hologram of the event.  With Lieutenant Talin's information we should be able to stand a bit more on solid ground as we all give the people something truthful.  I do not follow why they are so... scared?  of us?

[22:14:49] @<CMO_Lt_Stevens> ::Stevens starts working on the poor woman laying on the bed:: Tac_Begay: I started as a vet. Followed in the footsteps of my father. Then civil war broke out and when my brothers went to war, I wanted to go too. They needed recruits and since I could use a knife, syringe, and bandage without hurting myself, they promoted me and sent me out to barbed wire and muddy holes

[22:15:12] @<FCO_SubLT_Talin> :: nods in agreement with the CTO ::

[22:17:13] @< Tac  Lt.Jg. Atsa Begay> :: looks around at another civil war around them.:: CMO: How did the civil war end?

[22:17:22] @<XO_Cmdr_Davis> ::nods to Tsela-Yokaze, thinking a reconstruction of the event could be really useful, assuming they were able to collect enough pieces to put something like that together on the Holodeck; looks back to Rymelde::

[22:17:23] @<Colonel_Rymelde> ::almost beams at Talin's request:: FCO: We take security of all of our people very seriously. ... But yes, some more than others. I'll make what we have available to you. ::he pauses, then, studying Talin for a moment:: Forgive me. Have... I seen you before?

[22:17:46] @<XO_Cmdr_Davis> ::looks at Talin, then back to Rymelde...then back to Talin::

[22:18:49] @<CTO_LtJg_Tsela-Yokaze>  :: curiously looks at Talin... wondering if the comment ties to the vessel they retrieved him from::

[22:18:50] @<CMO_Lt_Stevens> ::Stevens shakes her head as she starts to close the wounds in front of her:: Tac_Begay: Honestly, I'm not sure. My parents left on a smugglers ship headed to Earth with me and my younger brother after.....after my elder brothers had to be buried.

[22:19:18] <CIV_LtCmdr_Raeyld> ::With most complications resolves for the time being, she proceeds to set and mend the fractured bones, stabilizes the lungs, and ensures the General's vitals continue to improve::

[22:20:10] @< Tac  Lt.Jg. Atsa Begay> CMO: My sympathy to all.  A parent should never have to bury their child.  :: quiet for a moment::  You never checked on your homeland?

[22:20:18] @<FCO_SubLT_Talin> ::studies the Colonel's face:: Colonel: Sir, potentially.  If you were present in the bay on the Claymore I did hand over the evidence of Cedrick’s "offworlder" collaboration scheme.

[22:22:16] @<FCO_SubLT_Talin> ::quickly moves on to the topic :: Colonel: However, the more time we wait.. the more chance we get to have the scene information tampered with even if by accident. :: moves hand to forward for the esteemed military man to lead him to whom he should be interfacing with::

[22:23:23] @<Colonel_Rymelde> ::nods, motioning for Talin and Rayn to follow as he moves swiftly away from the assembly hall::

[22:23:25] <CIV_LtCmdr_Raeyld> ::takes a breath, retracting her hands:: Nurse: Go head and close.

[22:23:39] <Colonel_Rymelde> =/\= END MISSION =/\=


